
Teacher: NICHOLAS MANGANAS (30049147) (T)
Unit: Understanding the Arts (WSTC Prep) (700282) Students:

Teaching Calendar: 2018, Term 1 Responses:
Teaching School: The College (S) Response Rate:

30049147 700282 2018 TCH-TERM1

n.a 4.55 100% T

4.38 94% S

4.40 94% W

n.a 4.58 100% T

4.30 92% S

4.27 91% W

n.a 4.79 100% T

4.46 95% S

4.44 94% W

n.a 4.79 100% T

4.44 94% S

4.43 94% W

n.a 4.89 100% T

4.46 95% S

4.47 95% W

n.a 4.53 100% T

4.39 94% S

4.39 94% W

n.a 4.68 100% T

4.35 93% S

4.31 92% W

n.a 4.65 95% T

4.39 93% S

4.36 92% W

Responses Key

Strongly Disagree (1) T: Teacher rating by students

Disagree (2) S: School - The College - overall rating

Neutral (3) W: Western Sydney overall rating

Agree (4) n.a: Not available

Strongly Agree (5) Explicit Disagreement (ED): % of Strongly Disagree & Disagree responses

Broad Agreement (BA): % of Neutral, Agree & Strongly Agree responses

Notes:

Student Feedback on Teaching (SFT) Survey

34
20

59%
700282
The staff member effectively supported 
my learning by:

Teacher 
Self-Rating

Mean % BA
% Explicit Disagreement

(ED)
% Broad Agreement

(BA)

1. encouraging me to participate in 
learning activities

2. having an effective teaching style

3. being well prepared

4. being approachable

5. creating a learning environment 
where staff and students treated 
each other with fairness and 
respect

6. providing a variety of prespectives 
and evidence

• The College (S) ratings are for the 2018.1 half-year period. WSU (W) ratings are for 2017.2 due to insufficient data for 2018.1.
•  If a comment contains teacher names, swear words, student IDs, phone numbers, etc, these have been removed (where possible) and 
square brackets [] shown with a description of what was removed within them, e.g. [teacher]. Swear words have also been classified as mild, 
moderate, or severe, e.g. [swear word - mild]. If any teacher names, swear words, etc, have slipped through, please advise 
surveys@westernsydney.edu.au.

7. providing feedback that supported 
my learning

Overall:

8. I was satisfied with the quality of 
this staff member's teaching
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Student Feedback on Teaching (SFT) Survey Western Sydney University

NICHOLAS MANGANAS (700282) - Understanding the Arts (WSTC Prep) - continued

Comments

Best Aspects Needs Improvement
All of it. N/a.

Confident. N/a.

Helping me to prepare for my future. Nothing.

Being approachable, well knowledge and helpful. Nothing.

Teaching style is understandable and not complicated. Nothing.

Applying activities and their outcomes to uni and work life. Nothing I can think of.

Assisting with understanding useful learning tools such as correct 
referencing and online tools.

Nics teaching has no faults.

Helps the me understand work and helps me use different skills 
never knew possible while using work.

More online related resources.

[teacher] encourages students to participate in class and gives good 
feedback that you can apply to your work.

I don't really have anything to add.

Being able to come prepared to class for effective learning and 
encourages each student to participate in better learning outcome.

Nothing, I think he did the best he could for us.

He makes class fun and enthusiastic and makes students interact 
which has helped me personally to connect better with individuals. 
He focus on all students and does not just cater to one.

Providing feedback and more in depth class discussion.

My teacher, [teacher] was kind, nice person, he was approachable 
and respected all students. What he taught in class was always 
understandable and if anyone had questions he kindly explained 
again.

Utilising time within the lesson more effectively. Overall, great 
teacher and communicator.

My teacher, [teacher], was very helpful and didn't just help us with 
understanding the arts but also with other units that we might have 
not understood that well. And he was also very approachable.

One on one work like I feel we need more teachers to sit and help us 
with assignments due for there course.

[teacher] is able to help the students in ways that are easy to 
understand, as well as being reasonable and understandable, also 
treats every students with respect, as well as being a likeable 
teacher.

This teaching is very engaging and he knows exactly how direct the 
class, he makes sure we always finish our lecture slides and makes 
me as a student feel very comfortable to ask questions and help if 
needed.

Provides great perspectives towards the lesson rather than just 
reading the lecture slides. He is a very experienced teacher, knowing 
what to do in all classroom scenarios. He provides great feedback 
when it comes to assessments.
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